
Web Development Group 7/11/06 
Present: Boyd, Candido, Dixon, Dye, Juhl, Miller, Morgan, Nutt, Walker 
Guests: A. Cantrell, Robinson, Szakasits 
 
1. Minutes from the 5/23/06 meeting  
 approved 
 
2. InfoLinks Redesign Options 

Members of the OPAC Testing Group joined the meeting to discuss options for updating the look and 
functionality of the OPAC to better match the new web site design.   
 
Juhl presented three options for updates: 

 
a. Construct a new "intermediate" page for "Find Books and More" off main page.  Example: 

 
  http://libinfo.uark.edu/webdev/infolinkstesting/findbooks.asp
 

The group discussed advantages, disadvantages, and changes to this page.  The group 
also reviewed a similar page at the UAKR web site.   
The advantages were better transition from the main site, immediate search options, and 
better help and explanation of InfoLinks and WorldCat.  The disadvantages were that one 
would still need two clicks to get to the main InfoLinks page or WorldCat, and that the 
page could become very cluttered.  Some suggested changes were to change the radio 
buttons for search options to a drop down list (or not), to add search options, to change 
the placement of form elements,  to term this search form a "quick" or "basic" search 
with a link to "advanced search" and to add help information on finding journal articles.   
 

b. Redo main InfoLinks page to feature WorldCat more prominently, offer immediate searching 
of catalog, and remove unnecessary graphics.  Example: 

 
  http://library.uark.edu/screens/mainmenunew.html
   (ignore colors)  
 

This mock-up of a new main page for InfoLinks has the advantage of allowing immediate 
searching from the first page with all search options spelled out. Changing the colors 
here would mean minimal editing on the site.  However, the number of choices is a bit 
overwhelming.  The group discussed how best to feature WorldCat more prominently in 
this scheme.  
 

c. Replace InfoLinks color scheme, graphics to reflect new web site, with minimal other 
changes.  Examples: 

 
http://libinfo.uark.edu/webdev/infolinkstesting/browsescreen.html
http://libinfo.uark.edu/webdev/infolinkstesting/displayrecord.html
 
The group agreed that this might be the best approach, although more time consuming 
than the other options.  The advantages were a consistency of look and branding across 
the site and an updated, more sophisticated look for the catalog, as well as a slightly 
smaller type font that would allow most basic records to print on one page (yeah!).  The 
main disadvantage was the possible confusion in knowing *where* one is on the site.   
 
The group suggested improvements to this draft design, including shrinking the main 
header image to focus the user's attention on the catalog itself, and removing the 
"University of Arkansas" text from the header to leave only "InfoLinks Library Catalog."  
other elements, such as the new colors and buttons, met with approval.   
 
The group reviewed the "out of the box" III catalog from Release 2006 on the Central 
Arkansas Library System page as well as in our staging port.  The general consensus was 
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that this look is a little too graphics-intensive and busy for our needs.  Beth discussed the 
"webpubdef" file which can be created to display elements differently than the standard 
catalog view – for example, to show item circulation status on the results browse 
screens.  The group decided that perhaps that project could wait for midwinter and the 
full 2006 Release.   
 
The group then discussed the top and bottom menu options.  It was agreed that these 
need to differ from the menus on the main web site.  One important consideration is to 
steer Law Library patrons to appropriate information for their library.  For example,  with 
the split in our OCLC symbols, Law patrons will soon be using a separate ILL function.  
The other item that needs to be featured prominently is WorldCat.  It was agreed that 
the bottom menu should move up to the top as a second line.  A tentative list of items 
would be: 
 
My Library Account | Ask a Librarian | Suggestions | Find Articles | Interlibrary Loan  | 
InfoLinks Help  
WorldCat Union Catalog | Fayetteville Public Library | Other Library Catalogs | InfoLinks 
Home | Libraries Home | UA Home 
 
Juhl will discuss with Judy Ganson before proceeding with a draft redesign for all to view. 
 (update: after the meeting, Ganson agreed with this approach).  She will use the staging 
port to post drafts for review and communicate with the group mainly by email.   
 

Cantrell also suggested that links to some InfoLinks help items be added to the main site A-Z list 
(this has been done).   
 

3. Web Site Statistics, 2005-2006 
Juhl distributed preliminary statistics for the main library site.  For the first time this year, we are able 
to gather statistics on other sites hosted at the Libraries, thanks to Todd Cantrell's installation of the 
analysis software.   
 
Overall requests are up 45% over last year.  Notable trends including the jump in use of the library 
calendar (up 360% over last year), the continued rise in visits to Special Collections (up 70% over 
last year), and a slight loss of market share for the Internet Explorer browser.   

 
Jan then discussed statistics for the GIS site in the last year.  The training area, which offers ARCGIS 
tutorials, has seen a notable increase in traffic while the entire GIS area continues to reach more 
users each year.  The group discussed the best way to chart this data.  One conclusion: all numbers 
should use thousand comma separators in the annual report!   
 

4. EAD Finding Aids 
Tim and Arthur briefly described their work on EAD (encoded archival description).  Tim and Diane 
Worrell have created an EAD finding aid and Arthur is developing an XSLT stylesheet for it.  EAD 
format will allow us to create better indexes of the finding aids, as well as radically reducing the work 
involved in posted finding aids online.   The plan is to create finding aids in this format from this point 
forward, with some older finding aids perhaps being converted as time allows.  Mary reported that 
OCLC can do batch URL changes, now, in case the finding aids URLs change again (heaven forbid!).   

 
Books and Letters 
Molly reported that she is now able to convert Books and Letters file directly to a PDF document, 
which allows users to search the text and also to download the entire issue as one file.  She will 
convert the remaining issues that she has available.  At this time, there is no plan to go back and 
convert all the older issues, since the electronic files are no longer available to us.   
 
 

Next meeting: to be announced.  The Learning Collaborative has tentatively scheduled a meeting for 
Tuesday July 25th.  We may simply review the InfoLinks drafts on email.  
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Respectfully submitted,  
B. Juhl  
16 oz.   
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